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1 Introduction

Switch-reference: morphology at the clause edge, indicating whether the subject of that clause is the
same as, or different from, the subject of an adjacent clause (Jacobsen 1967, Austin 1981, Haiman and
Munro 1983).

(1) Switch-reference in Choctaw
a. John

John
im-ófi-yat
dat-dog-nom

howiita-h
vomit-tns

[abiika-h-aatok- oosh
sick-tns-because-ss

].

John’s dog threw up [because it was sick].’

b. Onnahí̲li-ya̲
morning-obl

hashshok
grass

amo
cut

ik-bánn-o-tok
iRR-want:lg-neg-pst

[lach-aatok- o̲
wet-because-ds

].

‘He didn’t want to cut the grass in the morning [because it was wet].’

A question: what is the correct syntactic analysis of canonical SR (if indeed there should be just one
analysis)?1

• A very broad taxonomy of analyses:

– Realizational: the SR markers are inserted late, after calculation of the question ‘are the sub-
jects the same or different?’

– Non-realizational (i.e. ‘different syntax-semantics’): the same-subject and different-subject
SR markers make distinct syntactic-semantic contributions.

• Today: evidence for a non-realizational approach, from Choctaw.

→ The difference is in PRO-licensing:

– SS marker can license PRO.
– DS marker cannot license PRO.

Plan for today:

1. Here I refer to ‘canonical’ SR. This is because a wealth of literature since Jacobsen (1967) has shown that switch-reference
systems are not alike. Canonical SR systems attend (mostly) to identity between syntactic subjects; non-canonical SR systems
attend to other things, e.g. (non-)continuity between topics and situations (Stirling 1993, Mithun 1993, McKenzie 2012). Here I join
many recent authors (mainly syntacticians, including Clem 2019, Baker and Camargo Souza 2020 and Arregi and Hanink 2021)
in assuming that there is a clean separation between the two kinds of system, though recent work by Thomas (2020) challenges
the ‘Separation Conjecture’ (his term). See Appendix B for some evidence for non-canonical ’recapitulative’ SR in Choctaw.
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2 Choctaw 101

Choctaw is a Western Muskogean language spoken by about 10,000 people in Mississippi, and a smaller
number of people in Oklahoma.

All data presented here comes from my fieldwork at the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians reservation,
2016-2019.

• Examples with indices (‘XX_MM-DD-YY_XX’) have recordings.

• Examples without indices were judged, but don’t have recordings.

Some typological properties:

• SOV

• Head-final constituent order and morpheme order

• Nominative/oblique case alignment

• Pervasive argument drop

(2) a. [ Henry
Henry

im-ofi-yat
dat-dog-nom

] [aayí̲pa
table

nóta
under

] ittó̲la-tok.
lie:ng-pst

‘Henry’s dog was lying under the table.’

b. pro pro1SG pro Am-aa-tok.
1sg.dat-give-pst

‘{He/she/they} gave {it/them} to me.’

In this section:

§2.1 Agreement

§2.2 Switch-reference
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2.1 Agreement

Choctaw has an active agreement system for local (1st/2nd-person) arguments.2

(3) a. ‘You jumped.’ish-
2sg.eRg-

tolobli-h
jump-tns

b. ‘I fell.’sa-
1sg.abs-

ttola-h
fall-tns

c. ‘You caught me.’is-
2sg.eRg-

sa-
1sg.abs-

sakki-h
catch-tns

3rd-person arguments do not trigger agreement (cf. (2a) above).3

A nominative subject can be indexed by eRg, abs or dat agreement:

(4) a. Chishn-aak-oosh
you-foc-nom

taposhshik
basket

ish-ikbi-h.
2sg.eRg-make-tns

‘YOU make the baskets.’ (L_08-08-17_125)

b. Chishn-aak-oosh
you-foc-nom

nípi
meat

chi-nna-h.
2sg.abs-want-tns

‘YOU want the meat.’

c. Chishn-aak-oosh
you.foc-nom

sholosh-at
shoe-nom

chi-̲kaniiya-tok.
2sg.dat-lose-pst

‘YOU lost the shoes.’ (C_06-14-17_9)

Important theoretical assumption: there is a vP-external subject position, which all subjects move to
(Tyler 2020):

(5) SubjP

NP
vP

⟨NP⟩ …

Subj

2. A.k.a. split-S, split-intransitive, semantic, agent-patient, active-stative, a.m.o.
3. 3rd-person arguments do appear to trigger dative (class III) agreement.
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2.2 Switch-reference

Switch-reference markers occupy the rightmost slot in the verb complex, which is the rightmost word in
any embedded clause:

(6) a. Ishii
take

-l
-1sg.eRg

-aachi ̲
-fut

-to
-pst

-kak
-although

-oosh
-ss

…

‘I would have taken it but…’ (DT_04-15-19_58)

b. A̲-
1sg.dat-

kaniiya
lose

-to
-pst

-k
-comp

-at
-ss

…

‘… that I lost it.’ (CC_08-17-17b_20)

→ N.B. Subject agreement occupies a different positions from SR: subject agreement more deeply em-
bedded inside the clause.

→ N.B. There are two ‘flavors’ of SR morphology: -at/-a̲ and -oosh/-o.̲ I ignore this distinction here.

Same-subject vs diffeRent-subject depends onwhether the embedded subject is the same as, or different
from, the matrix subject.4

(7) CP1

NPSubj1 CP2

NPSubj2 … -ss/ds

Ss vs. ds in an adjoined clause:

(8) a. [ Kaah
car

sa-nna-h-aatok- oosh
1sg.abs-want-tns-because-ss

] iskali
money

ittahobli-li-tok.
save-1sg.eRg-pst

‘Because I wanted a car, I saved money.’

b. [ Kaah
car

banna-h-aatok- o̲
want-tns-because-ds

] iskali
money

ittahobli-li-tok.
save-1sg.eRg-pst

‘Because he wanted a car, I saved money.’ (Broadwell 2006:263, reglossed)

4. There are various caveats to this.

(a) With dative-subject configurations, the subject or object may be evaluated for SR. See §7.
(b) SR-marking on light verbs indicates topic continuity or topic switch. See Appendix B on recapitulative SR-marking.
(c) Sometimes ds marking appears where we would expect ss. (11) for examples of ‘default to ds’.
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Ss vs. ds in a complement clause:

(9) a. [ Chi-sso-l-aachi-̲k- at
2sg.abs-hit-1sg.eRg-fut-comp-ss

] ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know I’m going to hit you.’ (BW_02-02-18_139)

b. [ Chi-ss-aachi-̲k- a̲
2sg.abs-hit-fut-comp-ds

] ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know they’re going to hit you’ (BW_02-02-18_140)

The NPs evaluated for SR must both be subjects.5 Canonical objects don’t count:

(10) a. [ pro1SG Maryi

Mary
im-ano̲poli-t
dat-speak-ptcp

am-alhtáaha-{na/*cha}
1sg.dat-ready:lg-{and.ds/*ss}

] proi iya-tok.
go-pst

‘I finished talking to Mary and she left.’ (PB_08-14-17_49)

b. [ pro1SG Breadi
bread

kocha
outside

talaali-li-tok-{o̲/*oosh}
put.act-1sg.eRg-pst-{ds/*ss}

]

proi latassa-t
flat-ptcp

taha-tok.
finish.nact-pst

‘I left the bread out so it went flat.’ (B_10-15-19b_28)

Finally, there is an interesting degree of optionality in ss-marking. Sometimes, speakers use ds-marking
even where ss would be expected:6

(11) a. [ Ish-isso-to-k- a̲
2sg.eRg-hit-pst-comp-ds

] ish-ikká̲na-h.
2sg.eRg-know:ng-tns

‘You know that you hit him.’ (SC_01-31-18_79)

b. [ Holaabi
lie

iss-ahii-kiyo-tok- o̲
quit-mod-not-because-ds

] haksi-tok.
drunk-pst

‘He couldn’t quit lying so he got drunk.’ (SC_01-31-18_21)

5. By way of a caveat, nominative objects can be evaluated for SR-marking. See §7.
6. ‘Default to ds’ seems particularly prevalent in younger speakers, but I believe all speakers accept these forms, and use them to
some extent (Williams 1995 documented the same distinction among age groups in Oklahoma Choctaw speakers in the 1990s).
Preliminary investigation of 19th-century texts confirms that there has long between a tendency to ‘overuse’ ds and ‘under-use’
ss.

Furthermore, in Martin’s (1998, 2011) discussion of switch-reference in the related Muskogean language Creek (Muskogee), he
notes the some speakers treat the -n (traditionally ds) marker as being ambiguous, rather than different-subject, since it shows
up in places where one might expect to see a same-subject marker.
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Aside: Case/SR syncretism

• In Choctaw, the ss/ds markers lead double lives as nom/obl case markers.

• McKenzie (2012, 2015) notes SR-markers are often ‘exapted’ from other binary-opposed elements
within the language.

• Accordingly, we should not afford the Choctaw case/SR syncretism a particularly ‘deep’ status.

• Nonetheless, the syncretism does likely impact the calculation of SR in multiple-nominative clauses
— see §7.

3 Agreement suppression

Agreement is generally obligatory, even where it would be clear from preceding context:

(12) a. Ohooyo-m-a̲
woman-that-obl

i-̲taloowa-li-ttook
dat-sing-1sg.eRg-dpst

kiyo-h.
not-tns

Sa-tikchi
1sg.abs-wife

i-̲taloowa-{li/#Ø}-ttook.
dat-sing-{1sg.eRg/#3}-dpst

‘I didn’t sing for that woman. I/#he/#she sang for my wife.’ (CC_04-03-19_49)

b. Pi-nokshó̲pa-tok
1pc.abs-scared:ng-pst

kiyo-h,
not-tns

hi-tok-o̲
lv-pst-ds

ofi-t
dog-nom

nokoowa-hm-a̲,
angry-when-ds

mak-o̲
now-obl

{hapi/#Ø}-nokshoopa-tok.
{1pl.abs/#3}-scared-pst

‘We weren’t scared, but then when the dog got mad, then we/#they got scared.’
(CJ_04-04-19_72)

In this section:

§3.1 Agreement suppression in reduced clauses

§3.2 Agreement suppression in unreduced clauses

§3.3 Properties of agreement suppression in unreduced clauses
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3.1 Agreement suppression in ‘reduced’ clauses

In some classes of truncated clauses, subject agreement can or must be omitted:

#1: -t participles

(13) -t participles: agreement not suppressed

a. Ish -hikiiya-t
2sg.eRg-stand-ptcp

ish-yakohmi-k
2sg.eRg-like.this-comp

makaachih̲.
should

‘You ought to stand like this.’ (CJ_04-03-19_82)

b. Ii -baliili-t
1pl.eRg-run-ptcp

okl=ii-tahli-h.
pl=1pl.eRg-finish-tns

‘We finished running.’ (RM_06-01-17_93)

(14) -t-participles: agreement suppressed

a. Alla
child

Ø- im-ano̲poli-t
agR-dat-talk-ptcp

pim-alhtaha-tok.
1pc.dat-done-pst

‘We finished talking to the kid.’ (DW_06-01-17_26)

b. Kátiina
why

Ø -nowa-t
agR-walk-ptcp

ish-ittafalaamoowa-h?
2sg.eRg-go.back.and.forth-tns

‘Why do you keep walking back and forth?’ (CC_01-30-18_48)

#2: -sh participles

(15) -sh-participles: agreement not suppressed

a. Salaaha- li -sh
slow-1sg.eRg-ptcp

makaa-l-ahii-tok-o̲
speak-1sg.eRg-mod-because-ds

…

‘Because I speak slowly …’ (CJ_06-20-17_90)

b. Il -itti-̲holaabi-sh
1pl.eRg-Recip.dat-lie-ptcp

il-aachi-tok.
1pl.eRg-say-pst

‘We were telling each other stories.’ (CC_04-16-19_37)

(16) -sh-participles: agreement suppressed

a. Na óla
make.noise.nmlz

Ø -am-ikbi-sh
agR-1sg.dat-make-ptcp

ish-á̲tta-k-aash-m-at
2sg.eRg-be:ng-comp-Rel-that-ss

ish-tahli-ha̲?
2sg.eRg-finish.act-pst.q

‘Have you finished that tape you were making for me?’ (BW_02-08-18_243)

b. Biloxi
Biloxi

Ø -ilhkooli-sh
agR-go.pl-ptcp

okl-ii-takohmá̲ya-hm-a̲
pl-1pl.eRg-hang.pl:ng-when-ds

…

‘As we were on our way to Biloxi …’ (CC_10-16-18_81)
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#3: Bare complements to (ba)nna ‘want/need’: agreement always suppressed

(17) Ø -Am-aa-cho̲pa
agR-1sg.dat-loc-buy

chi-nna-h?
2sg.abs-want-tns

‘You want to buy it from me?’ (CC_04-17-19_8)

Proposal

Agreement suppression is when the subject is PRO.7

• PRO lacks F-features

→ explains the absence of subject agreement.

• PRO can only occupy the subject position

→ explains why only subject agreement may be suppressed.

• PRO needs an antecedent

→ explains why agreement suppression needs unsuppressed agreement in the matrix clause (cf.
(12), to be complicated).

• PRO is subject to additional distributional restrictions

→ explains why agreement suppression is possible in a restricted class of clauses, e.g. complement
of want, know how; adjoined purpose clauses.

N.B. PRO is not pro. pro has F-features, can appear in non-subject positions, and does not require special
licensing.

3.2 Agreement suppression in unreduced clauses

Sometimes ss-marked unreduced clauses also lack subject agreement:

(18) Tamaaha
town

il-iiya-tok
1pl-go-pst

[shikalla
bead

Ø-cho̲p-aachi-̲h- oosh
agR-buy-fut-tns-ss

].

‘We went to town [to buy beads].’ (F_10-09-18_5)

• N.B. ‘Unreduced’ because all inflectional categories other than subject agreement may be present
(non-subject Agr, Asp, Mood, T, C).

→ A bit typologically unusual: ss-marking is often accompanied by structural reduction (Moser
1978, Nichols 1983, Stirling 1993, Georgi 2012).

7. A PRO-free analysis might be possible for the adjoined participial phrases, as in Pylkkänen’s (2002) analysis of depictive of
secondary predicates. But it’s hard to see how to do away with PRO in control complements, at least under the ‘standard’
assumptions about the workings of control that I’m employing.
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Strikingly, sometimes subject agreement may be suppressed even in matrix clauses, when there is an
ss-marked embedded clause:

(19) [ Ish-ano̲poli-k- at
2sg.eRg-speak-comp-ss

] Ø-aatapa-h,
agR-overdo-tns

choló̲sa-h!
quiet:ng-tns

‘You talk too much, be quiet.’ (PS_06-20-17a_5)

We’ll return to examples like (19).

As before, I assume that agreement suppression happens when the subject is PRO.

→ Specifically, the ss marker plays a role in licensing PRO.

3.3 Some properties of agreement suppression in unreduced clauses

#1: Agreement suppression is ‘optional’
Almost all unreduced clauses with agreement suppression are OK with overt agreement:

(20) a. Tamaaha
town

il-iiya-tok
1pl.eRg-go-pst

[shikalla
bead

(ii)-cho̲p-aachi-̲h-oosh
(1pl.eRg)-buy-fut-tns-ss

].

‘We went to town [to buy beads].’ (F_10-09-18_5)

b. [ (Ish)-ano̲poli-k-at
(2sg.eRg)-talk-comp-ss

] ish-aatapa-h.
2sg.eRg-overdo-tns

‘You talk too much.’ (DT_04-01-19_90)

→ PRO can replace a NP subject whenever PRO is licensed.

#2: Agreement suppression has semantic effects.
The semantic effect of agreement suppression is not always obvious, but sometimes it is. E.g. [+/-Agr]
complements to ikká̲na ‘know’:8

(21) a. Ishtá̲ya-li-k-at
drive-1sg.eRg-comp-ss

ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know that I drove.’

b. Ishta̲ya-Ø-k-at
drive-agR-comp-ss

ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know how to drive.’

→ The PRO/NP distinction is visible at LF.
8. Broadwell/Davies have agreementless complement of ikka̲na, without “how to” meanings:
(i) Chi-sso-k-at

2sg.abs-hit-comp-ss
ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know that I hit you.’ (Broadwell 2006:282)
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#3: Only subject agreement may be suppressed
Agreement with non-subjects survives the suppression of subject agreement:

(22) [ Na óla
make.noise.nmlz

Ø-am-ikbi-sh
agR-1sg.dat-make-ptcp

] ish-á̲tta-k-aash-m-at
2sg.eRg-be:ng-comp-Rel-that-ss

ish-tahli-ha̲?
2sg.eRg-finish.act-pst.q

‘Have you finished that tape you were making for me?’ (BW_02-08-18_243)

Object agreement is not suppressible:

(23) #Alíkchi
doctor

iyaa-li-tok
go-1sg.eRg-pst

[Ø-masaalich-aachi-̲k-at
agR-cure-fut-comp-ss

].

(actual: ‘I went to the doctor [to cure them].’)
(intended: *‘I went to the doctor [so that they would cure me].)

→ PRO is only permitted in subject position.

#4: The class of subject agreement morphology is irrelevant
eRg/abs/dat matrix subjects can license suppression of eRg/abs embedded subjects.9

(24) Matrix eRg agreement
a. Suppression of embedded eRg

Ishta̲ya-Ø-k-at
drive-agR-comp-ss

ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know how to drive.’
b. Suppression of embedded abs

Ø-Nokoowa-k-at
agR-scared-comp-ss

ish-aatapa-h.
2sg.eRg-overdo-tns

‘You’re too scared.’ (DT_04-02-19_41)

(25) Matrix abs agreement
a. Suppression of embedded eRg

To̲ksali-Ø-k-at
work-agR-comp-ss

sa-tiká̲bi-t
1sg.abs-tired:ng-ptcp

taha-h.
finish.nact-tns

‘I am tired of working.’ (CC_02-08-18_118)
b. Suppression of embedded abs

Ø-Chaaha-k-at
agR-tall-comp-ss

sa-yakohmi-h.
1sg.abs-like.so-tns

‘I’m this tall.’ (CJ_04-03-19_61)

9. Embedded dat subjects behave strangely. See Tyler (2020) for some discussion of dative subjects.
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(26) Matrix dat agreement
a. Suppression of embedded eRg

Ø-To̲ksali-k-at
agR-work-comp-ss

a̲-takoobi-h-aat-oosh
1sg.dat-tired-tns-because-ss

…

‘I’m tired of working so…’ (CC_02-08-18_120)
b. Suppression of embedded abs

Ø-Nokshoopa-k-at
agR-fear-comp-ss

a̲-takoobi-h.
1sg.dat-tired-tns

‘I’m tired of being afraid.’

→ PRO-insertion, like SR, is sensitive to subjecthood vs. nonsubjecthood, not agreement class.

Interim summary

Agreement suppression…

• targets only subject agreement, of any class (eRg/abs/(dat)).

• requires a coreferential matrix subject, of any agreement class (eRg/abs/dat).
(To be complicated.)

• has interpretative consequences.

These properties all follow from the PRO analysis.

#5: Agreement suppression requires the ss marker
With a ds marker, the embedded subject cannot be interpreted as coreferential with the matrix subject:10

(27) a. Itii-m-a̲
wood-that-obl

ossi-t
small-ptcp

kobaffi-li-tok
chop.act-1sg.eRg-pst

[car
car

fokk-Ø-aachi-̲h- o̲
put.in-agR-fut-tns-ds

].

‘I chopped the wood up small so {they/*I} could get it into the car.’

b. [ Isso-Ø-k- a̲
hit-agR-comp-ds

] ikká̲na-li-h.
know:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I know that {he/*I} hit him.’

→ The ss marker is required to ‘link’ PRO and its referent.

10. With some matrix verbs, their complement must be ss-marked. For instance, aatapa ‘be/do to excess’ requires a ss-marked
complement.
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4 Configurations where PRO can be licensed

So, PRO (the non-agreeing subject) needs a local referent. What sort of syntactic configuration do PRO
and its referent NP need to be in?

Simplest configuration: matrix referent, embedded PRO:

(28) CP1

Subject-NPi CP2

PROi … -ss

Two subtypes:

§4.1 PRO in an adjoined clause

§4.2 PRO in a complement clause

More unusual configuration: matrix PRO; embedded referent (§4.3):

(29) CP1

PROi CP2

Subject-NPi … -ss

4.1 Agreement suppression in an adjoined clause

(30) CP1

CP1

Subject-NPi …

CP2

PROi … -ss

Agreement suppression in unreduced purpose clause:

(31) a. Tamaaha
town

il-iiya-tok
1pl-go-pst

[shikalla
bead

Ø-cho̲p-aachi-̲h-oosh
agR-buy-fut-tns-ss

].

‘We went to town [to buy beads].’ (F_10-09-18_5)
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b. Holósso
note

ic̲ho̲li-li-tok
write.act-1sg.eRg-pst

[ a̲-hattak-a̲
1sg.dat-man-obl

Ø-yoppa-ch-aachi-̲k-at
agR-laugh-caus-fut-comp-ss

]

‘I wrote a note [to make my husband laugh].’ (B_10-15-19a_7)

Agreement suppression in unreduced manner clauses:

(32) a. A̲chi
blanket

shilaachi-li-tok
dry.act-1sg.eRg-pst

[hairdryer
hairdryer

íishi-Ø-h-oosh
hold:lg-agR-tns-ss

].

‘I dried the blankets [using a hairdryer].’ (I_01-31-18_149)

b. [ Iti
stick

Ø-íishi-h-oosh
agR-take:lg-tns-ss

] aa-biníili
loc-sit.nmlz

okl=il-oppani-tok.
pl=1pl.eRg-break-pst

‘We broke the chair [using a stick].’ (BW_02-05-18_104)

N.B. I assume that the embedded CP is adjoined to the matrix CP—see Appendix D for discussion.

4.2 Agreement suppression in a complement clause

This is the most ‘familiar’ configuration: NPi c-commands PROi.

(33) CP1

Subject-NPi VP

CP2

PROi … -ss

V

(34) a. [ To̲ksali-Ø-k-at
work-agR-comp-ss

] a̲-takoobi-h-aat-oosh
1sg.dat-tired-tns-because-ss

…

‘I’m tired of working so…’ (CC_02-08-18_120)

b. [ Ø-Chaaha-k-at
agR-tall-comp-ss

] sa-yakohmi-h.
1sg.abs-like.so-tns

‘I’m this tall.’ (CJ_04-03-19_61)

c. [ Howiita-Ø-k-at
vomit-agR-comp-ss

] a̲lhi-li-h.
be.true-1sg.eRg-tns

‘I’m really throwing up.’ (CC_04-02-19_76)

d. [ Ø-Baliili-h-oosh
agR-run-tns-ss

] okl=ii-takohmá̲ya-h
pl=1pl.eRg-hang.pl:ng-tns

…

‘We were all running.’ (CC_10-08-18_IS02)
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4.3 Agreement suppression in a matrix clause

This is the most striking configuration in which agreement suppression occurs:

(35) CP1

PROi CP2

Subject-NPi … -ss

The following examples all involve a ss-marked complement clause:

(36) a. [ Ish-ano̲poli-k-at
2sg.eRg-speak-comp-ss

] Ø -aatapa-h,
agR-overdo-tns

choló̲sa-h!
quiet.ng

‘You talk too much, be quiet.’ (PS_06-20-17a_5)

b. [ Ishtic̲hó̲li
pen

a̲-lawa-k-at
1sg.dat-many-comp-ss

] Ø -ámmohmi-h
agR-do.excessively-tns

‘I always have a lot of pens.’ (CC_04-02-19_48)

c. [ Kána
someone

ish-bilhlhi-k-at
2sg.eRg-point-comp-ss

] Ø -achokma-kiiyo-h
agR-good-not-tns

‘You shouldn’t point at people.’ (EB_07-19-2016_79)

d. [ Pi-ttola-k-at
1pl.abs-fall-comp-ss

] Ø -yakohmi-tok.
agR-like.this-pst

‘We fell like this.’ (CC_04-04-19_23)

With all of these configurations, it’s possible to have overt agreement on the matrix verb. Here are just a
couple of examples:

(37) a. [ Ish-ano̲poli-k-at
2sg.eRg-speak-comp-ss

] ish -aatapa-h
2sg.eRg-overdo-tns

‘You talk too much.’ (DT_04-01-19_90)

b. [ Ish-ic̲ho̲li-k-at
2sg.eRg-write-comp-ss

] ish -yakohmichi-h-o̲?
2sg.eRg-do.like.this-tns-q

‘Do you write like this?’ (CJ_04-03-19_50)
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When there is no matrix agreement, how do we know that the embedded subject is shared with the matrix
clause?

• Parsimony: what’s the ss-marker doing, if not indicating that the clauses share a subject?

• Further evidence: the non-agreeing subject is treated like the embedded subject, for higher SR:

(38) a. [ Ip̲a-li-k-at
eat-1sg.eRg-comp-ss

Ø-aatapa-k- at
agR-overdo-comp-ss

] sa-chiito-t
1sg.abs-big-ptcp

iya-h.
go-tns

‘I’m getting big eating too much.’ (DT_04-01-19_97)

b. [ Ish-nonaachi-k-at
2sg.eRg-cook-comp-ss

Ø-yakohmi-ho-km-ak- oosh
agR-like.this-tns-if-foc-ss

] ish-achokmahn-aachi-̲h.
2sg.eRg-like-fut-tns

‘Even if you cook it like this, you’ll like it.’

N.B. A very nice example of agreement-suppression in a matrix clause comes from exceed-comparatives:
see Appendix C.

Interim summary

• Agreement suppression(=PRO subject) is possible in ss-marked embedded clauses

• …and in matrix clauses containing an ss-marked embedded clause.

• Local syntactic configuration imposes extra conditions on PRO.

– With adjoined clauses, PRO is licensed only by certain C/T specifications.
– With complement clauses, PRO is licensed only by certain matrix predicates.

5 The syntax of switch-reference

• Generalization: same-subject SR licenses a PRO subject in the embedded clause or the matrix clause.

(39) CP1

Subject-NPi CP2

PROi … -ss

(40) CP1

PROi CP2

Subject-NPi … -ss

In this section:

§5.1 How a non-realizational theory of SR can account for this: Baker and Camargo Souza (2020).

§5.2 Why this phenomenon is broadly troublesome for realizational accounts of SR.
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5.1 Baker and Camargo Souza (2020): a non-realizational theory of SR

What makes this account non-realizational?

→ Ss and ds feed different information to LF.

Structure of an embedded clause within a matrix clause (very simplified!):11

(41) Complement clause
CP

SubjP

NP
vP

… CP

SubjP

NP
vP

…

Subj

C- ss/ds

Subj

C

(42) Adjoined clause
CP1←matrix

embedded→ CP2

SubjP

NP
vP

…

Subj

C- ss/ds

CP1

SubjP

NP
vP

…

Subj

C

When embedded C is C-ss:

• C-ss probes twice:

– Once, finding the embedded subject.
– Again, finding the matrix subject (don’t worry about the details).12

• Agree is divided into two stages: Agree-link and Agree-copy (Arregi and Nevins 2012, Bhatt and
Walkow 2013, Marušič et al. 2015, Atlamaz and Baker 2018).

11. I assume that adjoined clauses are adjoined to the matrix CP—see Appendix D for some discussion. Nonetheless, little would
be changed about the analysis if adjoined clauses were merged below the matrix subject. If anything, the account of how C-ss
finds the matrix subject would be simpler: it simply Agrees upwards.
12. The mechanics of how C Agrees with the matrix subject are not trivial. Baker and Camargo Souza (2020) propose that ss-
marked clauses (in Yawanawa and Shipibo-Konibo) are adjoined to vP, below the subject but above any objects. The embedded
C will then find only the matrix subject if it probes upward (they may subsequently front into the C-domain of the clause). This
is an update of their account in Baker and Souza (2019), where they proposed that embedded C-ss Agrees with an operator in
embedded Spec-CP, which is controlled by the matrix subject.

Baker and Camargo Souza’s account does not carry over straightforwardly to Choctaw, since: (a) where an indirect object
intervenes between a complement clauses (or relative clause) and the subject, that clause may be ss-marked, but it’s always the
matrix subject that’s evaluated for SR (never the indirect object); (b) ss-marked clauses permit coreference between an embedded
subject and matrix object if the matrix object is nominative (cf. Tyler 2020:362ff.).

Alternative solutions involve downward probing by the maximal projection of C-ss (see Clem 2019 for a proposal in this vein),
or having the relation mediated by the matrix C (as in classic analyses of SR, e.g. Finer 1985, Watanabe 2000). I don’t have a
worked-out proposal at this stage.
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• Agree-link creates a ‘pointer’ between probe and goal.

→ By transitivity, where a probe Agrees with two goals, they now point to each other.

• C-ss lacks ‘F-slots’ to fill.

→ Agree-copy fails to take place, and so the pointers are not deleted.

• Instead, the pointers survive to LF, and are interpreted as a referential dependency between the
two Agreed-with arguments.

When embedded C is C-ds:

• C-ds doesn’t probe for anything.

• No pointers. No dependency. No same-subject interpretation.

Extending this account to the Choctaw agreement-suppression data:

• PRO can be merged in subject positions:

(43) CP

SubjP

NP
vP

… CP

SubjP

PRO
vP

…

Subj

C-ss

Subj

C

(44) CP1

CP2

SubjP

PRO
vP

…

Subj

C-ss

CP1

SubjP

NP
vP

…

Subj

C

• PRO needs to meet additional licensing requirements:

– Complement clause: particular matrix predicate.
– Adjoined clause: particular local C/T heads.

• C-ss Agrees with PRO and the other (matrix) subject.

• Agree thus establishes a referential dependency between NP and PRO, fulfilling PRO’s requirement
for a referent.
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Extension to ‘main clause PRO’:

(45) CP

SubjP

PRO
vP

… CP

SubjP

NP
vP

…

Subj

C-ss

Subj

C

• C-ss Agrees with PRO and NP, creates pointers in the usual way.

• PROi c-commands NPi—i.e. a backward control relation (Polinsky and Potsdam 2002, see Fukuda
2008 for an overview).

N.B. Unclear if there is much evidence for matrix PRO that is licensed by a ss-marked adjoined clause.

Interim summary

• Baker and Camargo Souza (2020) provide a non-realizational theory of SR.

– I.e. one where ss and ds markers have different syntax and semantics.

• The ss-marker makes a syntactic/semantic contribution such that it licenses PRO.

• I showed how Baker and Camargo Souza 2020’s (2020) account can capture it, but…

Other non-realizational theories are available

• Finer (1985): ss is an anaphor (must be bound by higher C/T); ds is a pronominal (must be disjoint
from higher C/T). Also: Broadwell (1990), Watanabe (2000).

• Keine (2013): ss as VP-coordination, ds as higher-level coordination.
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5.2 Realizational theories of SR (and why the Choctaw data is a problem)

The basic idea of realizational theories of SR:

• The ss/ds distinction spells out the result of a calculation: ‘are these two NPs coreferential or dis-
joint?’

• Realizational theories of SR:

– Georgi (2012): ss marks the presence of a control relationship across the clause boundary (for
her, control=movement, cf. Hornstein 1999).

– Clem (2019), Arregi and Hanink (2021): embedded C Agrees with both subjects, acquires their
referential indices; ss marks non-conflicting index agreement.

• Problem #1: Choctaw PRO (in unreduced clauses) depends on ss-marking. This suggests that ss
plays a syntactic licensing role.

• Problem #2: PRO, by itself, does not have a referent. It acquires a referent by virtue of its syntactic
environment.

– An ss-marker that passively calculates whether PRO and NP are coreferential, on the basis of
what features are visible in the syntax and at PF, will always return ‘no, not coreferential’.

6 Conclusion

• In Choctaw, subject agreement may sometimes be suppressed, in an ss-marked embedded clauses or
a matrix clause that contains one.

• I proposed that agreement suppression is the result of a PRO subject.

• The ss-marker is capable of licensing PRO.

– And in some configurations (e.g. PRO in adjunct clause, PRO in matrix clause), the ss-marker
is necessary to license PRO.

• The entails a non-realizational theory of SR.
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7 Post-credits scene: Pivot selection

In §5.1, I left it vague how C-ss knows to find subjects (and avoid objects).

• Pivot selection in Choctaw is more complex than just ‘subjects only’.

• Nominative objects can be pivots too (Broadwell 1990:231ff., Broadwell 2006:308f):

(46) a. [ pro1SG Ofi-yati
dog-nom

a̲-kaníiya-cha
1sg.dat-leave:lg-and.ss

] proi sa-hooyo-tok.
1sg.abs-seek-pst

‘I lost the dog, and it looked for me.’ (Davies 1986:101)

b. [ pro1SG Chokfi-yati
rabbit-nom

a̲-lhakóffi-cha
1sg.dat-miss:lg-and.ss

] proi baliili-tok.
run-pst

‘I missed the rabbit, and it ran.’ (Davies 1986:101)

c. John-ati
John-nom

ofi’-atk
dog-nom

im-ambiika-tok
dat-sick-pst

[ proi/k sa-kisili-tokat
1sg.abs-bite-sub.ss

].

‘John’s dog was sick when he/it bit me.’ (Chickasaw, Broadwell 1997)

• This is true when the ‘nominative’ object does not have overt nom case-marking (case-marking on
any object is generally omissible):

(47) a. [ Mary-at
Mary-nom

ofii

dog
im-ílli-cha(/-na)
dat-die:lg-and.ss(/-and.ds)

] proi showa
smell

hikiit
up.to

iya-tok.
go-pst

‘Mary’s dog died and began to smell.’ (E_08-16-17, judgments)

b. [ Mary-at
Mary-nom

cari
car

i-̲hikí̲ya-hm-at(/-a̲)
dat-stand:ng-when-ss(/-ds)

] proi okpolo-tok
break.nact-pst

alhlhi-tok.
always-pst

‘When Mary had a car, it was always breaking.’
(L_08-08-17 judgments, A_08-08-17 judgments)

• In any Agree-based framework (Clem 2019, Baker and Camargo Souza 2020, Arregi and Hanink
2021), we could say that C-ss discriminates between possible goals by Case.

→ C-ss must Agree with a nom goal in each clause.

→ Though this nom feature need not be overtly realized, cf. (47)!

• We probably need case-discriminating pivot selection already, to ensure that (non-nominative) in-
direct objects don’t get chosen as pivots for complement clauses:

(48) Kátiina
why

[ish-iy-aachi-̲k- at
2sg.eRg-go-fut-comp-ss

] chik-sam-anóolo-tok?
2sg.iRR-1sg.dat-tell:lg-neg-pst

‘Why didn’t you tell me you were leaving?’ (CC_01-30-18_51)
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Appendix A: SR in -cha clauses

Unique pattern in -cha clauses.

• 1sg.eRg -li (suffixal) may be suppressed

• All other subject agreement (prefixal) must be realized
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(49) 1sg.eRg -li may be suppressed
a. Ip̲a-(li)-cha

eat-(1sg.eRg)-and.ss
oka
water

ishko-li-tok.
drink-1sg.eRg-pst

‘I ate and drank water.’ (BW_01-30-18_170)

b. Waak
cow

nípi
meat

nonáachi-(li)-cha
cook.act:lg-(1sg.eRg)-and.ss

apaa-li-tok.
eat-1sg.eRg-pst

‘I cooked the meat and ate it.’ (AI_08-09-17_45, AI_08-09-17_46)

(50) Other subject agreement not suppressible
a. {Il/*Ø}-ip̲a-cha

{1pl.eRg/*Ø}-eat-and.ss
oka
water

il-ishko-tok.
1pl.eRg-drink-pst

‘We drank and ate water.’ (BW_01-30-18_174)

b. {Hapi/*Ø}-abíika-cha
{1pl.abs/*Ø}-sick:lg-and.ss

pi-nokoowa-h
1pc.abs-angry-tns

‘We are mad that we are sick.’ (CC_08-17-17b_17)

Analysis:

• -li-suppression in -cha clauses is not via PRO/pro alternation.

• It results from optional structural truncation of Author0, under -cha/-na SR markers.

– T0 and higher heads are absent from -cha/-na clauses.
– 1sg.eRg -li is in Author0—structurally higher than other agreement; optionally survives trun-

cation (Tyler 2019)

Appendix B: Switch-referencing marking on light verbs

• Switch-reference in Choctaw is mostly syntactic: it tracks co-/disjoint-reference of syntactic sub-
jects.

• But, on sentence-initial light verbs (i-, hi-, a-), SR tracks something different.

(51) a. Sa-ppókni-yaash
1sg.abs-grandmother-pRev

sa-ssanoochi-t
1sg.abs-raise-ptcp

isht-hikii-t
instR-stand-ptcp

iya-ttook.
go-dpst

‘My grandmother was the one who started raising me.’ (CC_10-08-18_IS01_1)

b. Hi-na
lv-and.ds

mak-o̲
dem-obl

takla
with

ahá̲tta-t,
be:hng-ptcp

assano-t
grow.up-ptcp

hikii-t
stand-ptcp

iya-li-tok.
go-1sg.eRg-pst

‘And she’s who I stayed with, and began to grow up with.’ (CC_10-08-18_IS01_2)

c. Hi-to-kak-o̲,
lv-pst-although-ds

á̲tta-li-h
be:ng-1sg.eRg-tns

afámmi
year

awat tóchchin̲a
thirteen

ona-t
come-ptcp

tahaa-fokkaali-hm-a̲
finish-about-when-ds

…

‘But when I was about thirteen … (CC_10-08-18_IS01_3)
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• Switch-reference marking on initial pro-verbs is also known as recapitaluative switch-reference (Stir-
ling 1993, McKenzie 2012, 2015)

• Discussed for Choctaw, in outline, in Broadwell (2006:266ff.).

• Requires more study—along the lines of Thomas (2020).

Appendix C: exceed-comparatives

Comparatives in Choctaw are formed with i-̲shahlih/i-̲shahlichih ‘exceed’ + a ss-marked -k-at clause (see
Stassen 1985):

(52) A̲-car
1sg.dat-car

himóona-t
new.nmlz-nom

[okpollo-k- at
break-comp-ss

] sipókni-m-a̲
old.nmlz-that-obl

i-̲shahli-h.
dat-exceed-tns

‘My new car breaks more than my old one.’
(lit. ‘My new car, in breaking, exceeds the old one.’) (DT_04-01-19_77)

Option #1: agreement in matrix clause only:

(53) a. [ Baliili- Ø -k-at
run-agR-comp-ss

] i-̲shahlichii- li -tok.
dat-exceed.caus-1sg.eRg-pst

‘I ran more than them.’

b. [ Holísso-p-a̲
book-dem-obl

pisa- Ø -k-at
see-agR-comp-ss

] chi-̲shahlichii- l -aachi-̲h.
2sg.dat-exceed.caus-1sg.eRg-fut-tns

‘I will read more books than you.’ (CC_04-02-19_115)

Option #2: agreement in matrix and embedded clause:

(54) [ Chókfi
rabbit

ish -i-̲nokshoopa-k-at
2sg.eRg-dat-fear-comp-ss

] ofi
dog

ish -i-̲shahli-h-o̲?
2sg.eRg-dat-exceed-tns-q

‘Are you more afraid of rabbits than of dogs?’ (DT_04-07-19_80)

Option #3: agreement in embedded clause only:

(55) a. [ Mary
Mary

achokmahni- li -k-at
like-1sg.eRg-comp-ss

] John
John

i-̲shahli- Ø -h.
dat-exceed-agR-tns

‘I love Mary more than John does.’ (Broadwell 2006:215)

b. [ Kafi-at
coffee-nom

a̲ -lawa-k-at
1sg.dat-much-comp-ss

] okaasa
water

i-̲shahl- Ø -aachi-̲h
dat-exceed-agR-fut-tns

‘I’m going to have more coffee than water.’ (CC_04-02-19_113)

→ If the -k-at clause is a complement, then this is good example of matrix PRO licensed by ss in a
complement clause.
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Appendix D: Complement and adjunct clauses

Teasing them apart can be quite difficult.

Some complement clauses cannot be pre-posed or extraposed:

(56) a. John
John

i-̲kátos-at
dat-cat-nom

abiika-k-at
sick-comp-ss

a̲lhi-h
really-tns

…

‘John’s cat is really sick.’

b. * Abiika-k-at
sick-comp-ss

John
John

i-̲kátos-at
dat-cat-nom

a̲lhi-h.
really-tns

c. *John
John

i-̲kátos-at
dat-cat-nom

a̲lhi-h
really-tns

abiika-k-at.
sick-comp-ss

… But others are perfectly happy to be preposed or extraposed:

(57) a. Alla
child

nákni-m-at
boy-that-nom

pisachokma-k-at
good.looking-comp-ss

ikká̲na-h.
know:ng-tns

‘That boy knows he is good-looking.’ (CC_04-16-19_14)

b. Hattak-m-at
man-dem-nom

ikká̲na-h,
know:ng-tns

im-aab-a̲na-k-at.
dat-win-mod-comp-ss

‘That man knows he can win.’ (DT_04-15-19_90)

c. Ohooyo-m-at
woman-dem-nom

i-̲hollo-k-a̲
dat-love-comp-ds

Bill-at
Bill-nom

ikká̲na-h.
know:ng-tns

‘Bill knows that that woman loves him.’ (PS_06-15-17_51)

Probably the best bet is to look at selectional restrictions on the functional structure of the embedded
clause (including availability of agreement suppression/PRO).

• Where agreement-suppression is independent of the matrix verb, and dependent only on clause-
internal functional structure, then the embedded clause is adjoined.

• Where agreement-suppression is dependent on the matrix verb, then the embedded clause is a com-
plement.

If the matrix V dictates the structure, then the embedded clause is a complement.

Extra issue: what is the site of CP adjunction? Some evidence for CP adjunction at the matrix CP (not
lower):

• Firstly, the CP can precede an overt matrix subject:

(58) [ Tamaaha
town

il̲a
other

aa-to̲ksal-aachi-̲h-oosh
loc-work-fut-tns-ss

] Mary-at
Mary-nom

car
car

i-̲hikí̲ya-h.
dat-stand:ng-tns

‘So that shei can work in another town, Maryi has a car.’
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• Secondly, the embedded subject may be a full NP without triggering a Condition C violation:13

(59) a. [ Suzie-ati
Suzie-nom

abóoshi
room

i-̲kashoof-aachi-̲k-at
dat-cleaned-fut-comp-ss

] proi kána
someone

i-̲pa̲ya-tok.
dat-call-pst

‘[So that Suziei could get her room cleaned], shei called someone. ’ (CC_02-06-18a_92)

b. Alíkchi-ati
doctor-nom

ík-l-o-tok
iRR-come-neg-pst

[imakfillíksho-ati
idiot-nom

nosi-mo̲ma-aat-oosh
sleep-still-because-ss

].

‘The doctori hasn’t come because the idioti is still asleep.’ (CC_06-20-17_28)

13. We can also see that the subject of a fronted adjunct clause does not c-command the subject of the matrix clause. If it did,
(58) would cause a Condition C violation.
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